The difference is clear

When members visit a network provider, our contact lens benefit covers in full (after applicable copay) the fitting/and evaluation fees, many popular contact lenses (including disposables), and up to two follow-up visits. Examples of covered contact lenses include brands such as Acuvue® Advance® Plus by Johnson & Johnson and O2Optix™ by CIBA Vision.

Members who select contact lenses outside of the covered-in-full selection will receive an allowance towards the fitting/and evaluation fees and purchase of the contact lenses (in this case the materials copay would not apply).

Once members have received their prescription for contact lenses from their eye care provider, they can utilize the online discount ordering program we offer through Vision Direct, an online retailer of contact lenses. Members receive an additional discount off Vision Direct’s already low prices and earn Vision Reward points to use towards future purchases when accessed through www.myuhcvision.com.